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without exclusively residing in one or the other, but influencing in both spaces and using both spaces as 
a source of inspiration and tension in their work. 

Case study: Stephen Page, Artistic  
Director of Bangarra Dance Theatre

Michelle: For 20 years, Stephen Page has been the Artistic Director of Bangarra Dance Theatre, Australia’s 
pre-eminent Indigenous performing arts company. In this position he spans traditional/contemporary 
Indigenous cultural spaces as well as operating as one of the most successful Indigenous arts companies in 
Australia playing to audiences across the world each year. Moving between cultural spaces is integral to the 
work Stephen produces. In the following excerpt Stephen describes the complexity of working between 
Aboriginal and Western systems:

I look at all my brothers and sisters that are in all their different cults of expertise and I think we 
spend a lot of time trying to work out the Western system which really I think exhausts a lot of the 
true cultural power within one. And I think we’ve got to stop getting in that road of wanting to under-
stand the [Western] system – there’s not too much to understand. I think we have to accept our own 
complexities and the more that we’re black on black and the more that we can confront and find 
new ways to communicate in our leadership and the sharing of stories in our leadership way without 
having that Western barrier.

Stephen demonstrates how Indigenous people battle with the fatigue and inevitability of having to navi-
gate the Western system. Having to negotiate these different worldviews and make decisions and choices 
daily about what to prioritize in any given moment is the work of those of us that span bi/multi-cultural 
worlds. Exerting influence, working with persuasion and doing leadership work despite and/or because 
of these challenging realities hones bi-cultural mastery. Stephen describes how he deals with these pres-
sures in his work: 

Look there’s no way we can escape the Western system but I think we’ve got to not be afraid of it and 
I think we’ve got to try not to let our egos to get absorbed in it, I think it needs to be enriched in a 
different way and that will probably help our focus a lot better.

Developing a multi-worldview fluency is important to the work of leadership. Being different brings strength 
to leadership because individuals develop a quality of observation and innovation in their worldviews and 
enact this through their work. Yet the individual also has to navigate and contain a lot of the pressures and 
tensions they encounter in the work of moving between cultural worldviews. This embodied work is dis-
cussed further in the following section.

Stephen Page’s story illustrates how different worldviews can bring into focus things that 
are otherwise unseen. How might bringing different worldviews impact on leadership? A 
key purpose in leadership is often said to be about bringing unity (e.g. of purpose and as 
a group). How does the idea of unity sit with the ‘pressures and tensions’ in Page’s story?
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